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Abstract
Distributed tracing is a core component of cloud and datacenter systems, and provides visibility into their end-to-end runtime behavior. To reduce computational and storage overheads, most tracing frameworks do not keep all traces, but sample them uniformly at random. While effective at reducing overheads, uniform random sampling inevitably captures redundant, common-case execution traces, which are less useful for analysis and troubleshooting tasks. In this work we present Sifter, a general-purpose framework for biased trace sampling. Sifter captures qualitatively more diverse traces, by weighting sampling decisions towards edge-case code paths, infrequent request types, and anomalous events. Sifter does so by using the incoming stream of traces to build an unbiased low-dimensional model that approximates the system’s common-case behavior. Sifter then biases sampling decisions towards traces that are poorly captured by this model. We have implemented Sifter, integrated it with several open-source tracing systems, and evaluate with traces from a range of open-source and production distributed systems. Our evaluation shows that Sifter effectively biases towards anomalous and outlier executions, is robust to noisy and heterogeneous traces, is efficient and scalable, and adapts to changes in workloads over time.
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1 Introduction
Over the past decade, distributed tracing has emerged as a fundamental component of cloud and datacenter applications. Distributed tracing is widely deployed in all major internet companies [14, 31], and there are several popular open-source variants such as OpenTracing [27], Jaeger [11], and Zipkin [34].

Capturing, processing, and storing traces is computationally expensive – especially for production workloads. To handle this most tracing systems today do not trace everything; instead they sample traces uniformly at random, which proportionally reduces the computational overheads. Sampling is done at the granularity of requests – either the end-to-end request trace is kept, or discarded. While uniform random sampling is effective at reducing overheads, it fails to take into account the utility of the traces it samples. Uniform random sampling will naturally capture more traces of common-case executions than it will of edge-case or anomalous executions, since ‘normal’ executions are far more prevalent in the workload. On the other hand, the most valuable traces for analysis and troubleshooting are traces of edge-case and anomalous executions.

In this paper we investigate biased trace sampling, where traces are sampled proportional to how ‘interesting’ their content is. Biased trace sampling increases the overall utility of traces that are sampled, by reducing the prevalence of redundant common-case traces. However, biased trace sampling is not straightforward and we face several challenges. First, we cannot rely on manually engineered features; this is brittle and time consuming for developers, and does not automatically adapt to new or unexpected cases. On the other hand, using generic trace features (e.g. enumerating all happened-before relationships) is difficult due to extremely high dimensionality. Second, sampling decisions must be robust to noise and heterogeneity in the trace data; qualitatively similar traces often differ in subtle ways, due to transient issues like timing, and the detail and verbosity of traces varies because they combine information across many, independently-instrumented components. Lastly, sampling techniques face strict operational requirements to be useful in practice: sampling decisions must be fast, techniques must scale to a large volume of traces; and they must operate online over a continuous stream of traces. Approaches that are useful in an offline batch setting often don’t extend to an online setting in an obvious way, or are impractical due to significant computational costs.

To address these challenges we present Sifter, a general-purpose trace sampler that automatically biases sampling decisions towards outlier and anomalous traces. Sifter operates on a continuous stream of traces, and its computational cost is fixed with respect to both workload volume and sampling rate. The intuition behind Sifter is to approximate the distributed system’s common-case behavior, and to sample new traces based on how well represented they are.

To do this, Sifter maintains a low-dimensional probabilistic model of execution paths in the distributed system. By constraining the amount of internal state and minimizing the model’s approximation error, Sifter is forced to approximate only the execution paths most prevalent across all traces. Sifter’s approximation is inspired by recent advances in the area of neural language modeling [3], which deal with similar challenges of high dimensionality and noise when modeling words, sentences, and documents.
With every sampling decision, Sifter also updates its internal model to incorporate the new trace. Sifter does this for every trace, not just those that are sampled. Consequently, Sifter models common-case behaviors at the frequency they occur, resulting in an unbiased model, which enables it to then identify edge-cases when they arise. In addition to biased sampling, Sifter adapts to changes in workload distributions over time and is robust to new kinds of traces (e.g., in environments where code is continuously deployed). Sifter satisfies the operational requirements of sampling: decisions are fast, and both computational costs and storage costs are independent of both the number of traces previously sampled and the workload volume.

We have implemented Sifter in Python using TensorFlow, and support sampling for X-Trace [8], Jaeger [11], and Zipkin [34] traces. To evaluate Sifter’s ability to bias sampling decisions, we use a number of trace datasets from several different distributed systems, including open-source systems HDFS [30], YARN [35], and Spark [40]; the DeathStar social network benchmark [9]; and production traces from a large internet company. In comparison to alternative techniques based on pairwise trace comparison [17], Sifter samples a more qualitatively interesting set of traces; is robust to noisy and heterogeneous traces; makes faster sampling decisions; maintains significantly less internal state; and adapts to variations in workload over time.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

- We demonstrate that distributed traces can be used to build an unbiased probabilistic model of system behavior.
- We identify prediction error (loss) as a strong signal that indicates when a trace is an edge-case or outlier execution.
- We describe the design of Sifter, a framework that simultaneously models a system and makes sampling decisions for traces of that system.
- We have implemented Sifter and evaluate it on trace datasets from open-source and production distributed systems.

## 2 Motivation

### 2.1 Distributed Tracing Background

Distributed tracing is a valuable tool for providing end-to-end visibility of distributed systems. Tracing is useful for diagnosing a range of correctness and performance problems in production systems (cf. §9), as traces capture both the events that occur during request execution, as well as the causal ordering and concurrency of these events, and combine this information across all distributed components traversed by the request. Today, distributed tracing tools are deployed at all major internet companies [11, 14, 31]. Open-source distributed tracing tools are widely deployed, with notable examples including OpenTracing [27], Jaeger [11], and Zipkin [34].

A key design goal for distributed tracing tools is to trace production workloads – that is, to produce, collect, and store traces at large request volume, with reasonable overheads. In the extreme, tracing tools can capture an end-to-end execution trace for every request in the entire production workload. Orthogonally, for just a single request, its trace can contain a significant amount of data about that request, capturing all of the events that happened during its execution across all processes and machines; the order, concurrency, and relationships between events; logging messages from developers; timing information; and more.

## 2.2 Tracing Pipeline and Overheads

Distributed tracing tools operate in live production environments, so computational overheads are a key concern. We briefly describe these overheads with respect to Figure 1, which illustrates the typical tracing pipeline. First, traces are generated on the critical path of requests in the distributed system. This incurs runtime overhead to generate trace data, and for propagating trace contexts alongside requests. For a single request, trace data will be spread across all components traversed by the request. Second, a pub-sub system such as Kafka [1] or Scribe [13] will route trace data to tracing backends, incurring network overheads. Third, tracing backends receive trace data and aggregate it in memory for a short period of time before then processing it. Tracing backends are shared-nothing and can easily be shard using the request ID contained in the trace data. Thus, despite originating from many disparate locations, trace data for any given request will consistently arrive at only a single backend instance. Processing a trace incurs computational costs for constructing its abstract representation and applying feature-extraction functions. There is no need for communication between backend instances – each trace is processed in isolation. Lastly, the trace data and the extracted features are forwarded to long-term storage, where they can later be queried and analyzed.

### 2.3 Reducing Overheads by Sampling

The prevailing approach to reduce tracing overheads is sampling. Instead of tracing every request, the distributed tracing tools only capture and persist traces for a subset of requests to the system [31]. To ensure the captured data is useful, sampling decisions are coherent per request – a trace is either sampled in its entirety, capturing the full end-to-end execution, or not at all. Sampling is effective at reducing computational overheads; these overheads are only paid if a trace is sampled, so they can be easily reduced by reducing the sampling probability. In practice, sampling rates can be as low as 0.1% [31].

### Head-Based Sampling

Early tracing systems such as Google’s Dapper [31], and later Facebook’s Canopy [14], make sampling decisions immediately when a request enters the system. This approach – called head-based sampling – avoids the runtime costs to generate trace data. However, since head-based sampling occurs prior to request execution, the sampling decision is uniformly at random, and the resulting data is simply a random subset of requests. Inevitably, the set of sampled traces contains mostly common-case execution paths, with a lot of overlap and redundant information. Conversely,
uncommon edge-case executions may be missing entirely, despite containing useful information about anomalous behaviors and infrequently exercised code paths. This impacts the utility of the collected traces in subsequent analyses and investigations.

Tail-Based Sampling Although the runtime overheads of distributed tracing are non-zero, they are not dominant compared to the subsequent trace processing, querying, and storage costs. Tail-based sampling is an alternative to head-based sampling: it captures traces for all requests, and only decides whether to keep a trace after the trace has been generated and sent to tracing backends. Tail-based sampling schemes pay the runtime costs of generating trace data, but in return the tracing data itself can be factored into the sampling decision. Tail-based sampling introduces the possibility of biased sampling schemes, where we only persist the most useful traces, and discard traces that carry no useful information (e.g., redundant traces of common-case execution paths). Using tail-based sampling, we can sample qualitatively better traces for the same storage budget; or alternatively, to achieve the same utility of our sampled traces we need sample fewer traces overall.

Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline for recording, aggregating, processing, and storing distributed traces, showing where in the pipeline different sampling decisions can be made.

3 Limitations of Existing Approaches

With tail-based sampling, the contents of a trace can be factored into the decision of whether to keep it. However, it remains an open question how to determine what constitutes a useful trace, and how to make sampling decisions at scale. Preliminary work on tail-based sampling has raised these questions, but there remain obstacles: the need for feature engineering, and a lack of scalability.

3.1 Feature Engineering

The most immediate question for tail-based samplers is what constitutes an ‘interesting’ trace? The approach taken in prior work is manual feature engineering. For each trace, a handful of high-level features are calculated from traces. For example, request latency can be derived from traces as the timestamp delta between the request begin and the response being sent [14]. The sampler then uses these features to make its sampling decision. For example, if our use case is tail latency investigations, we might weight the sampling probability proportional to the measured request latency.

Manual feature engineering is suitable when we already have a good sense of the features that will correlate with traces being interesting. Latency is the clearest example of such a feature, as many anomalous executions or edge-case behaviors result in increased request latency. However, feature engineering is naturally limited to only those features that developers can predict will be interesting a priori, and those features that can be easily written as a feature extraction functions. For instance, at Facebook manually-derived features are a useful starting point for many investigations, but the authors acknowledge that manual features leave a large quantity of data unused from each trace [14].

Ideally, a tail-based sampler should not require developers to explicitly specify features on which to bias the sampling decision. We argue that it would be impossible to predict all possible useful features a priori, and since traces are richly structured, the space of possible features is extremely large. More pragmatically, the burden on developers to identify these features and write feature extraction functions is undesirable. Most importantly, it is undesirable for features to be identified and incorporated only in response to a problem occurring, which is commonly how new features are added to trace processing pipelines [14].

To address this, we propose that the sampling decision should be made directly on the underlying trace data, and features should be learned, rather than engineered. However, each trace is a richly annotated, arbitrarily sized, directed acyclic graph, and there are a number of additional subtleties that make it difficult to work with this data. We outline these challenges in more detail in §4.

3.2 Operational Requirements

Trace sampling is inherently online: samplers operate in a production setting, and they must make sampling decisions over a continuous stream of incoming traces. Sampling decisions must be fast, and the sampler should scale to large production workloads. Satisfying these constraints while avoiding feature engineering is difficult and has not been solved by prior work.

A common approach to trace sampling, and to related problems like trace clustering, is to adapt general-purpose machine learning

\[
\text{Fig. 2: Trace sampling (✓✗) can occur before (a,b) or after (c,d) request execution. For non-sampled requests (✗), head-based sampling avoids all overheads (a), while tail-based sampling avoids only backend processing and storage overheads (c).}
\]
and graph mining algorithms. However, while many techniques have a good conceptual fit, most algorithms are designed for an offline setting and have computational costs far in excess of acceptable production limits. For example, some initial work on trace sampling used graph kernels as a pairwise trace distance function, and applied off-the-shelf clustering algorithms [21]. While this approach yielded interesting offline clusters, the authors acknowledged that significant improvements were needed to be reasonable in an online setting.

Adapting offline approaches to an online setting is non-trivial, however. For example, recent work proposed using hierarchical clustering for trace sampling [17]; it was initially developed in an offline setting, and to adapt it to the online setting, it required a new special-purpose sliding window algorithm.

Techniques for trace clustering face similar challenges. For example, to satisfy operational requirements, Magpie uses an approximate string-edit-distance comparison metric, and a simple “nearest centroid” clustering algorithm [2]. Simplicity comes at a loss of utility, with the authors acknowledging that the approach is likely to deteriorate in larger systems with more complex request structures.

In all prior approaches, scalability remains a challenge. In all cases, the internal state grows in proportion to the number of traces seen or previously sampled. This is problematic if the computational cost of a sampling decision is proportional to the internal state, especially if that state is unbounded. For example, most prior approaches to both sampling and clustering compare incoming traces with the set of previously sampled traces [2, 17, 21]. In terms of state, this requires persisting in memory the set of previously sampled traces; and in terms of computational cost, each successive sampling decision is proportional the number of previously sampled traces. Although approaches such as hierarchical clustering can reduce the computational cost to logarithmic in the number of previously sampled traces, they still quickly deteriorate as workload volume increases [17].

To be feasible for a production setting, trace sampling must be fast and scalable. Ideally, the computational cost of each sampling decision should be constant, and the sampler should have a known and fixed memory overhead over time. These costs should be independent of workload volume, the number of traces previously seen, and the number of traces previously sampled.

### 3.3 Goals

The goal of this work is to design a tail-based sampler that satisfies the operational requirements of production distributed systems. Similar to the representative trace sampling problem [17], the sampler biases sampling decisions towards edge-case traces. Given a target sampling rate of \( \alpha \), we seek a sampling function \( S_\alpha \) that maintains an average rate of \( \alpha \) and for each trace \( T \) calculates a biased sampling probability \( \rho \). In addition, \( S_\alpha \) maintains state \( \Theta \) that is updated with each new trace.

\[
S_\alpha(T, \Theta) \rightarrow \rho, \ \Theta'
\]

For scalability, \( S_\alpha \) must satisfy the following two constraints: that its computational complexity be \( O(1) \) with respect to workload volume and previous sampling decisions; and that the memory requirement of \( \Theta \) is less than some constant \( B \). Lastly, we desire an \( S_\alpha \) that does not depend on explicitly engineered trace features.

### 4 Challenges

The goal of this work is to design a trace sampler that is general-purpose and makes sampling decisions directly on the underlying trace data, rather than on manually engineered features. Simultaneously, the sampler must satisfy the strict operational requirements described in §3.2. Balancing these objectives is challenging for several reasons that we outline in this section. We begin with a brief overview of what kind of data is captured in traces.

#### 4.1 A Primer on Traces

**Events** Events are the core building block of a trace. Events occur during a request’s execution, they are instantaneous in time, and they can be likened to logging statements. A request trace comprises all events generated during the request’s execution, from all processes and machines where the request executed. When events are generated, they are sent to the tracing framework’s backend; the backend receives all of the events and stitches them into a trace.

Events convey a variety of information. They carry useful diagnostic messages, indicate important control flow points in a program, capture timing information, log concurrent communication, report performance counters, log exceptions, and more. Events often carry auxiliary information such as timestamps, hostnames, process IDs, thread IDs, and so on. Traces can be arbitrarily large, depending on the amount and detail of instrumentation, and length of execution. For example, traces at Facebook contain several thousand events [14]; traces of Hadoop and Spark in our experiments contain hundreds of thousands.

**Relationships** Events alone tell some of the story, but the most important information in a trace is the causal ordering between events, defined by Lamport’s happened-before relation [16]. Causal ordering tells us the timing, concurrency, and relationship between events, and is useful for determining which events potentially affected each other, and which did not. For example, within a process it can delineate a request’s path through request queues and thread pools; between processes it ties together sending and receiving of packets and messages. Causal ordering is useful for diagnosing problems that cross address space boundaries, because it lets users work backwards from symptoms to potential root causes, even if those root causes were in a different process, machine, or application tier [23]. Causal ordering is a first-class concept for all distributed tracing frameworks, and distinguishes distributed tracing from other types of monitoring data, such as logs and performance counters, which do not explicitly capture the causal ordering of events.

**Traces** A trace combines events and their causal ordering into a directed, acyclic graph (DAG); events are vertices, and edges are happened-before relationships. Since traces record occurrences of events over time, edges always point forward in time. Alternative to DAGs, another popular representation for traces is as a tree of spans – this representation was proposed by Google’s Dapper [31] and it is used by most open-source frameworks. Although spans are a more common representation, DAGs are more general [19], and there is a straightforward mapping from spans into DAGs.
4.2 Heterogeneous Event Annotations

Distributed tracing is an application-level concern. Events are generated explicitly in application code, and tracing metadata is maintained and propagated directly by applications or application-level frameworks. Consequently, the origin and content of an event is arbitrary, as events are defined by the developers of the software being traced. Many events are simply human-readable text, to aid in manual human-driven analysis and troubleshooting [7, 14, 26, 38].

For automated tasks such as trace sampling, we cannot easily incorporate event annotations provided by developers, as interpreting messages to extract meaning is difficult; this is similar to challenges faced in automated log analysis [42, 43]. However, we observe that events almost always do identify their origin. For example, in our experiments all events have source file and line number annotations, even for different client libraries in different languages. We use this origin information to assign each event a label that uniquely identifies the event’s origin. Events from the same origin share the same label (i.e., multiple invocations of the same point in code), so there may be multiple events with the same label both within and across traces.

4.3 Incorporating Structure

In some cases event labels may be enough to distinguish edge-case and anomalous traces from common cases. For example, events that are generated in exception handlers will only be present in traces where those exceptions occurred. A simple representation for a trace may then be a vector of label counts, and similar approaches have been taken in prior work [10, 17]. However, this approach naturally fails to account for executions that differ in event ordering, which is something we must account for in our sampler.

Of course, incorporating structural information is not straightforward. Explicitly encoding every path in a trace as a feature is intractable due to a combinatorial explosion. Traces are arbitrary in size, both in the number of events and the edges between events, and the number of happened-before relationships grows exponentially in the number of events. On the other hand, using only partial information inevitably loses useful context, e.g., using only neighboring events omits useful non-local relationships.

This challenge also appears in work on execution clustering and comparison, where a range of approximations have been explored, including linearized versions of traces [2, 29], probabilistic context-free grammars [6], pairwise graph kernels [21], summary features [14, 17], and in the extreme, graph isomorphism [24, 29]. In all cases, these sacrifice parallelism and concurrency information to deal with the state space explosion, and most do not scale to large datasets. Outside of distributed tracing, a similar challenge occurs in language modeling, an important topic of natural language processing research. Language modeling suffers a “curse of dimensionality” because of the exponentially many ways in which words can be composed to form sentences (many of which may be valid, but never seen twice) [3].

Our intuition to address this challenge is twofold. First, while the total number of paths in a trace is intractably large, the number of ‘high signal’ paths is likely to be manageable. For example, we often see the same subsequences of events occurring in exactly the same order, e.g., because there are no branch points between successive events. While we cannot predict which paths might be useful, we can take advantage of efficient dimensionality reduction techniques to perform this reduction for us. Second, we believe that useful path-based features are more likely to be short than long.

4.4 Approximate Matching

In practice, approaches based on exact matching of paths [6] or graphs [24, 29] are ineffective because they are not robust to noise in traces: when two traces are very similar but not identical because of transient, non-deterministic runtime effects. Noise arises from subtle timing differences during execution, which might reorder events or result in different happened-before orderings. Noise also arises when requests generate repeated events, e.g. for actions on a periodic timer, or best-effort IO calls. Noise makes exact matching ineffective, because we might have significant overlap between traces, yet never see exactly the same trace twice. For example, our HDFDS trace dataset (cf. §7) contains 7,966 traces of 7 different types, yet no two trace DAGs are isomorphic.

In general we seek techniques that are robust to noise and do not rely on exact matching, as minor permutations of common-case executions are not as interesting, even if they have not been seen before. A possible approach to combat noise would be to sanitize traces (i.e., to identify and remove noise), but this is not a realistic solution as it either requires manual effort in postprocessing (aka feature engineering), or imposes unrealistic constraints on the developers doing instrumentation (constraints that are easily violated [22]).

4.5 Cross-Component Tracing

A final challenge is the cross-component nature of tracing. Traces combine events across multiple components, where developers make different and possibly inconsistent decisions about what to trace, and the level of detail of tracing.

Varying trace detail Different system components may incorporate tracing with varying levels of detail. One service may be intricately instrumented and fully capture its internal concurrency, while another might only log entry and exit points. An artifact of detailed instrumentation is that we often find repeated sequences of events that always appear in the same order, i.e. due to a lack of intermediate branching. Simple techniques such as node counting unduly bias towards services with more detailed instrumentation; our ideal techniques should be robust to this.

Composition Popular system designs like microservice architectures are compositional in nature. There are often complex dependencies between services and system components; the same service might be invoked in many different places. As a result, two traces might be qualitatively different at a high level, yet internally have some commonality because they invoked the same libraries or downstream services. This commonality makes them less interesting from a trace sampling standpoint, as there some amount of internal redundancy.

Change over time Workload mixes change over time, and a sampler should adapt to these changes. Similarly, code can change over time, introducing new events, more detailed instrumentation, or changing the relationships between events between version updates [14].
5 Design

This section describes the design of Sifter, a tail-based sampler that address the challenges described in §4. Sifter is an online sampler that operates over a continuous stream of traces coming from production distributed systems. Unlike prior work, Sifter does not rely on pairwise trace comparisons, and is efficient enough to be suitable for production environments.

Our starting point is the observation that collectively, the stream of traces in aggregate reflect the overall system and workload behavior, capturing the commonly-traversed paths, corner case executions, and distributions over paths and timings. Based on this observation, our intuition for Sifter is to use the incoming stream of traces to construct and maintain an unbiased low-dimensional approximation of the distributed system’s common-case behavior. Then to sample traces, it is a matter of comparing each trace to the low-dimensional approximation, and biasing sampling decisions towards traces that are not well approximated.

5.1 Dimensionality Reduction

Sifter constructs and maintains a low-dimensional approximation of the distributed system’s common-case behavior. The purpose of this low-dimensional approximation is to capture the probability that events occur in a particular order. As outlined in §4 our approximation must be robust to noise, and should condense highly correlated events and trace substructures, so explicitly enumerating paths and probabilities is an unsuitable approach.

Instead, to achieve our goal, we take inspiration from the area of neural language modeling [3], which we find shares many of the challenges described in this work. Of particular interest are techniques for constructing low-dimensional word and document embeddings from large corpuses of example text [18, 25]. These techniques share a similar goal of learning a probabilistic model for words appearing together in sentences, and also deal with challenges of noise and high dimensionality. The model used by Sifter is an adaptation of the paragraph vector embedding [18].

Concretely, Sifter uses a neural network that models the conditional probability of a label occurring given its immediate causal predecessors and successors. To incorporate structure, we decompose a trace into sequences of events following happened-before relationships. For each trace, we first extract all $N$-length paths, where a path is a sequence of events that follow happened-before relationships. We then map each event in the path to its corresponding label. The model then operates on these $N$-length label paths. For each path, we predict the middle label $l_N$ given the surrounding labels $l_0 \ldots l_N$ (excluding $l_N$) as input.

We implement the model using the same architecture as the distributed memory paragraph vector model, using concatenation [18]. The architecture is a 2-layer neural network illustrated in Figure 3. Inputs are one-hot encodings of $l_0 \ldots l_N$ (excluding $l_N$), and the output is a one-hot encoding of $l_N$. The first layer of the network transforms each input label to a $P$-dimensional vector. The second layer concatenates them then predicts the output label using a softmax classifier.

Key to the design of this architecture is the intermediate layer, where the choice of $P$ is typically small. This forces the model to find approximate representations for its inputs, because it cannot represent the full joint probability distribution of inputs and outputs. Conceptually, this layer is similar to the hidden layer used by autoencoders. When used by language modeling, the weights of the intermediate layer can be used as low-dimensional representations of the corresponding words, and have a range of interesting properties [25]. In our case, $P$ forces the model to approximate – specifically, the model maximizes the average log probability of a label given its surrounding labels, across all walks in all traces. By this definition, the model makes better predictions for paths that are seen more frequently in the input dataset (i.e., in the traces we train on).

5.2 Sampling Using Prediction Error

To make a sampling decision for a trace, Sifter extracts all $N$-length paths from the trace, batches them together, and performs a single forward-pass of the model. Since traces are directed and acyclic, small values of $N$ do not result in an intractable number of paths; Table 1 outlines statistics for datasets used in our experiments.

The output of the forward pass is both a prediction of events, and the prediction’s loss, i.e. the error between predicted labels and actual labels. A high loss means that the model was unable to predict the execution paths contained in the trace. Since the model is biased towards the common-case execution paths, a high loss implies that the trace contains edge-case execution paths that are not commonly exercised. This implies that the trace is more interesting, since it captures execution paths that are outside of the norm.

Sifter uses this signal to determine whether to sample the trace – if other traces with higher loss are more interesting; we could not predict their execution paths well, so we want to sample them with higher probability.

5.3 Calculating Sampling Probability

After calculating the prediction loss for a trace, the next step is to map this loss to a sampling probability. To begin, Sifter is parameterized with a target sampling rate $\alpha$, e.g. to sample 1 out of every 100 traces, we set $\alpha = 0.01$. Translating prediction loss to a sampling probability is not straightforward, because it depends on the prediction loss of previously seen traces; i.e. if other traces seen recently had higher prediction loss, then this trace is qualitatively less interesting.
To address this, Sifter tracks the loss of the \( k \) most recently seen traces, and weights the sampling probability of the next trace based on the distribution of these prior \( k \) losses. For the \( k \) most recently seen traces and for the new trace, we calculate weights \( w_i \) where:

\[
    w_i = \text{loss}_i - \min_{1 \leq j \leq k+1} \text{loss}_j
\]

If all weights are equal (i.e., all losses are the same) then we sample the next trace uniformly at random with probability \( \alpha \). Otherwise, we sample the next trace with probability:

\[
    \rho = \frac{w_{k+1}}{\sum_{j=1}^{k+1} w_j} \times (k + 1) \times \alpha
\]

The effect of this sampling scheme is that traces with the lowest loss have sampling probability of zero; traces with the highest loss have highest sampling probability; and for traces in between, the sampling probability increases linearly with the error. If zero sampling probability is undesirable, a constant term can be added to \( \rho \), representing a minimum sampling probability.

### 5.4 Sifter Workflow

Figure 4 outlines Sifter’s sampling workflow. Sifter integrates with a typical tracing backend. Typical tracing backends aggregate events in memory for a short period of time, before forwarding them for trace processing and storage [14]. When a trace is ready to be forwarded, it is sent to Sifter to make a sampling decision. Sifter begins by extracting all \( N \)-length paths from the trace and does a forward-pass of the model, as described in §5.2. From this forward pass, we calculate a loss value for the trace.

Next, Sifter performs a gradient descent backpropagation pass on the model to update the model weights to incorporate the trace that was just seen. Sifter then calculates a sampling probability from the loss, as described in §5.3. After calculating the sampling probability, Sifter inserts the trace’s loss to the window of \( k \) most recent losses and drops the oldest value.

Finally, Sifter makes the sampling decision using the calculated sampling probability. If sampled, then the trace continues in the trace processing pipeline. If not sampled, the trace is now dropped.

### 5.5 Scalability

Part of Sifter’s workflow is to perform a backpropagation pass on the model to update the model weights for every trace that is seen. This enables the model to capture common-case execution behavior, even if that behavior is then less likely to be sampled. This approach would fail if we only built the model using traces that are sampled, because it’s a lack of bias in the model that enables us to determine common cases in the incoming workload. As a consequence, the model weights change over time if the underlying distribution of traces changes (e.g., if the proportion of execution paths change; if new execution types are added; if the vocabulary of labels changes due to code updates, etc.).

Sifter only keeps internal state for the model’s weights, and to track the \( k \) most recently seen losses. The model comprises exactly \( |\Sigma| \times P \) weights for the first layer, and \( (N-1) \times P \times |\Sigma| \) weights for the second layer, where \( P \) is the size of the low-dimensional intermediate representation, \( N \) is the path size we wish to use, and \( \Sigma \) is the label vocabulary. The model does not maintain paragraph vectors, since each trace is seen once and only once. Thus the total size of \( \Theta \) (cf. §3.3) is constant with respect to the workload volume and number of sampled traces. In terms of computation, performing forward and backwards passes of the models constitute a fixed number of floating point multiplications, which has constant-time complexity.

### 6 Implementation

We have implemented Sifter in Python using TensorFlow for the internal model. To use Sifter, an instance is first initialized using input parameters \( N, P, k, \) and \( \alpha \) described in §5. Subsequently, sampling decisions are made through a call to `Sample(T)`, which takes as input a trace \( T \) and gives as output a boolean sampling decision. The input trace \( T \) is simply a directed, acyclic graph where each node has a label \( l \). For convenience, we implemented functions to convert X-Trace [8], Zipkin [34], and Jaeger [11] traces into this format.

Each call to `Sample` performs the steps described in §5.4, including backpropagation to update the internal model. Sifter does not require a priori knowledge of the label vocabulary \( \Sigma \); it extends the model weights as needed when it encounters previously unseen labels. By default, Sifter uses paths of length 5 (\( N = 5 \)), embedding dimension 10 (\( P = 10 \)), a window of 50 (\( k = 50 \)), and a learning rate of 0.01 for the model backpropagation pass.

### 7 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate Sifter’s ability to bias sampling decisions towards edge-case and anomalous traces. We use traces from a variety of distributed systems, and consider a mix of synthetic and real-world workloads. Our evaluation shows that Sifter addresses the challenges described in §4 across all datasets, regardless of trace size, detail, or noise. In particular, we demonstrate that:

- Sifter satisfies production sampling requirements: it makes sampling decisions with low computational overhead, maintains constant-size intermediate state, and can operate online over a continuous stream of traces.
Sifter is able to clearly distinguish anomalies and infrequent executions from common-case executions. For mixed workloads, Sifter biases sampling decisions towards under-represented execution types.

Sifter requires no bootstrapping or pretraining – it begins discriminating after only a few examples of traces.

Sifter reacts to changing workload distributions, both when common executions become less common, and vice versa.

Sifter’s successful sampling decisions are only possible by preserving happened-before relationships.

To evaluate the quality of sampling decisions made by Sifter, we compare Sifter to the hierarchical clustering approach of prior work [17], which uses label counting to perform pairwise trace comparison.

7.1 Datasets

Our evaluation of Sifter focuses on the following three trace datasets:

Hadoop Distributed File System We have instrumented the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [30] with the X-Trace framework and deployed it on a 9-node cluster. To generate detailed traces, we override HDFS’s logging calls to emit X-Trace events. As a result, the generated traces can be large, and contain lots of noise and minor permutations of events. Our dataset comprises traces of the following requests: (1) 1MB file writes to HDFS; (2) reads of 1kB, 10kB, 100kB, 1MB, 10MB, and 100MB files from HDFS; (3) random reads of between 1kB and 100kB. The dataset comprises 70,966 traces in total.

DeathStar Social Network Benchmark We instrumented the DeathStar social network microservices benchmark [9] with X-Trace. We duplicated all logging calls to emit X-Trace events. As a result, the generated traces can be large, and contain lots of noise and minor permutations of events. Our dataset comprises traces of the following requests: (1) 1MB file writes to HDFS; (2) reads of 1kB, 10kB, 100kB, 1MB, 10MB, and 100MB files from HDFS; (3) random reads of between 1kB and 100kB. The dataset comprises 70,966 traces in total.

Production Traces This dataset comprises 676 traces from a large internet company. The traces capture spans from a microservice architecture, and can be grouped into five different API types.

Table 1 summarizes statistics for traces in these datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Traces</th>
<th>Avg. Nodes</th>
<th>Avg. Labels</th>
<th>Avg. Walks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>70966</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeathStar</td>
<td>15148</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics for datasets used in experiments. Nodes, labels, and walks are averages for the traces in each dataset.

7.2 Anomalies and Outliers

Our first set of experiments evaluates Sifter’s ability to identify and sample anomalous and outlier executions.

HDFS Reads In our first experiment we replay traces of HDFS read API calls, which randomly read between 1kB and 100kB of data from HDFS. We record the loss and sampling probability for a sequence of 1000 traces, and at five separate instances we insert a trace of an HDFS write API call. Since Sifter primarily sees examples of read calls, writes are outliers, representing only 0.5% of the workload. Qualitatively, there is little overlap between read and write traces; some RPC events are shared, but most of the data pipelining events are mutually exclusive.

Figure 5 plots Sifter’s loss and sampling probability, where our target sampling rate is $\alpha = 0.01$. The figure clearly shows five spikes for each instance of a write. The average sampling probability for reads is 0.0084, with minor fluctuations from trace to trace owing to their internal variability. For the write traces, the sampling probability is significantly higher, averaging 0.3325.

Social Network Compose Post We perform a similar experiment using ComposePost traces from the DeathStar social network benchmark. We record the loss and sampling probability for a sequence of 1000 traces, and at five separate instances we insert an anomalous trace. The anomalous traces are also calls to the ComposePost API, but internally we randomly trigger an exception in one of the internal services. These anomalies represent only 0.5% of the workload, but unlike the previous experiment, there is qualitatively more overlap between normal and anomalous executions, since they are similar up to the point of the exception.

Figure 6 plots Sifter’s loss and sampling probability, with a target sampling rate of $\alpha = 0.01$. The five anomalous traces have higher sampling probabilities between 0.12 and 0.28, while the regular traces fluctuate around 0.01. Unlike the HDFS traces, the regular ComposePost executions have more internal diversity, resulting in more fluctuations; on the other hand, the anomalies are closer to regular traces. Nonetheless, Sifter clearly identifies the anomalies and samples them with higher probability.
We replay 1000 traces and record the loss and sampling probability. Whether Sifter, with its lower, bounded computational costs, can API type to 2%, 8%, 15%, 25%, and 50% respectively.

We perform a final experiment using ReadUserTimeline traces from the DeathStar social network benchmark. In this experiment, we compare normal traces to anomalous traces that we inadvertently encountered due to a Docker misconfiguration that intermittently restarted some of the microservices. We replay traces with a 90%-10% distribution of regular to failure traces, corresponding to the error ratio we experienced. We replay 1000 traces and record the loss and sampling probability.

Figure 7 plots Sifter’s loss and sampling probability with a target sampling rate $\alpha = 0.01$. We plot the loss and sampling probability for regular traces separately from the anomalous traces (which have 90% fewer datapoints). The figure illustrates that sampling probability for anomalous traces is higher than regular traces; regular traces have average sampling probability 0.008, while failures have 0.029.

### 7.3 Representative Sampling

Our next set of experiments evaluate Sifter’s ability to generally bias towards underrepresented execution paths and request types for workloads in aggregate. We compare Sifter to random sampling [31] and hierarchical clustering [17]. In practice, hierarchical clustering is not a suitable choice for production systems due to its computational costs. The purpose of this comparison is to assess whether Sifter, with its lower, bounded computational costs, can nonetheless sample traces with similar or better quality.

#### Production Traces

We apply Sifter to a workload of 676 traces captured from a large internet company’s production system. These traces comprise 5 different high-level API calls; internally, the requests share commonality in some of the services they call. To introduce more variability, we adjust the representation of each API type to 2%, 8%, 15%, 25%, and 50% respectively.

Figure 8a compares the distribution of traces sampled by Sifter, and compares this to the original workload, as well as random sampling and hierarchical clustering. Sifter increases the representation of low-frequency APIs, while decreasing the representation of common-case APIs. By comparison, hierarchical clustering only slightly increases the underrepresented APIs. To quantify this, Table 2 lists the mean-squared error compared to an equal 20% division between APIs; Sifter has significantly lower error than both random and hierarchical clustering.

#### DeathStar Benchmark

We perform the same experiment for the 7 DeathStarBench API types totaling 14,000 traces, with the following distribution: 0.5% Register; 2% Unfollow; 2% Follow; 2.75% WriteHomeTimeline; 2.75% ComposePost; 45% ReadHomeTimeline; 45% ReadUserTimeline.

Figure 8b shows the distribution of traces sampled by Sifter. Sifter increases the representation of low-frequency APIs, while decreasing that of common-case calls. ComposePost has the highest representation, as it is internally the most complex API with the highest internal execution diversity. Table 2 lists the mean-squared error of the clusters compared to an equal 14.3% division between the APIs.

#### HDFS

We lastly perform a similar experiment for HDFS. We include the following traces: 1MB write API calls; and 1kB, 10kB, 100kB, 1MB, 10MB, and 100MB read calls. The read calls have significant internal similarity, as increasing the read size primarily duplicates events recording data chunk transfers. We include 1% writes, and 45%, 25%, 15%, 7.5%, 4.5%, and 2% of the reads respectively.

Figure 8c shows the distribution of traces sampled by Sifter. Sifter significantly increases the proportion of write traces that are sampled, to 25%. Fewer read API calls are sampled, but they are sampled approximately in proportion to their representation in the original dataset. This occurs because the traces comprise the same types of events (i.e., the same set of labels); just some events occur more frequently in the large read calls. Consequently, the large reads are interesting, but not too interesting, as the additional data transfer events are treated as noise. Despite the uneven clustering, this is a desirable result. The figure also shows the distribution of traces sampled using hierarchical clustering [17]; this approach simply counts the co-occurrence of labels in each trace, and inevitably weights towards traces with higher node counts, which are the larger traces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sifter</th>
<th>Hierarchical</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>193.12</td>
<td>283.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeathStar</td>
<td>46.31</td>
<td>246.26</td>
<td>377.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>119.91</td>
<td>404.22</td>
<td>218.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Mean-squared error of sampled clusters (cf. §7.3) for Sifter, random sampling, and hierarchical clustering.
7.4 Change over Time

We next evaluate how Sifter adapts to change over time. We focus on two scenarios: when workload distributions change; and bootstrapping Sifter from scratch.

Changing distributions This experiment uses 1MB HDFS write traces and 1MB HDFS read traces. Iterations of the experiment alternate between 90% write 10% read, followed by 10% write 90% read. We expect Sifter’s sampling probability to adapt to these workload changes; increasing the probability for the 10% class, and decreasing the probability for the 90% class. Figure 9 plots the average sampling probability for 9 iterations, with a target sampling probability of 0.01. The figure illustrates how the sampling probability alternates between low and high for the classes as they alternate between over- and under-represented.

Bootstrapping Sifter is designed to operate in real-time, and does not require pre-training or manual configuration before operation. Initially, Sifter makes essentially random sampling decisions, as its internal model is randomly initialized. As soon as it starts receiving samples, it begins learning its model of system behavior. In this experiment we select two API types from the production traces, and use 5% of one type and 95% of the other.

Figure 10 plots Sifter’s loss and sampling probability, starting randomly initialized. Sifter quickly begins to differentiate common cases from edge cases, and the loss for common cases decreases faster than the loss for the edge-case traces. We repeated this experiment 100 times, varying the choice of API type and randomizing the trace order, and saw the same behavior each time.

7.5 Importance of Structure

In this experiment we compare Sifter to a similar scheme that fails to take into account trace structure. The goal of this experiment is to evaluate Sifter’s effectiveness when using a linearized version of traces that discards internal concurrency information [2, 29]. We compare to Lifter, a modified version of Sifter in which we collapse a trace’s events into a single timestamp-ordered sequence. We then apply Sifter to this sequential data, where paths are simply a sliding window over this sequence.

We apply Sifter and Lifter to a workload of 1,000 traces comprising 90% 1kB HDFS reads and 10% 100kB HDFS reads. Figure 11a compares the loss and sampling probability for Sifter and Lifter. We observe that the loss for Lifter has significantly more fluctuations than Sifter, owing the fact that concurrent paths are superimposed on one another. The average sampling probabilities for 1kB and 100kB traces respectively are 0.010 and 0.010 for Lifter, compared to 0.007 and 0.034 for Sifter.
(b) Lifter fails due to lack of trace structure.

Fig. 11: Trace structure is key to Sifter's ability to distinguish underrepresented traces. Lifter, a modified version that works on linearized traces, fails to distinguish subtle differences in structure.

7.6 Overheads

To evaluate the sampling overhead of Sifter, Figure 13 plots the distribution of sampling latencies for traces from our experiments. Sampling latencies vary between 3ms and 20ms. The factors that contribute to increased sampling latency are the size of the trace, and the number of unique labels in the trace. However, sampling latency is independent of the workload volume, and the number of previously sampled traces. By comparison, Figure 12 plots the average overhead for a hierarchical clustering approach [17]. The key limitation of this prior approach is that sampling overhead grows proportional to the number of sampled traces. By contrast, Sifter's internal state $\Theta$ is constant-sized with respect to the number of sampled traces.

8 Discussion

In this work, we were interested in sampling traces based on the structure of the traces themselves. The main advantage of this approach over manual feature engineering (cf. §3.1) is that it no longer requires explicit features. We believe that differences in high-level metrics can always be explained by differences in the timing and ordering of events in the underlying traces, so it is here that sampling should be done. Nonetheless, Sifter is only part of the story. Useful features often are available, such as end-to-end request latency. By definition, these features exist because an engineer previously found them useful for some particular problem, and outlier values offer a strong signal that a trace should be sampled. When this is a case, simple and computationally efficient statistical techniques will do a good job of sampling. Sifter is not intended to replace this use case, but to handle the case when engineered features do not capture differences between traces.

In practice, instead of a single global sampling policy, it is often desirable to specify separate sampling policies for different stratified populations. Sifter can extend to this scenario in a straightforward way: subpopulations share the same model, but maintain a separate window of losses, each parameterized with their own $\alpha$ (cf. §5.3).

Sifter makes use of a popular neural network architecture for language modeling [18]. We did not exhaustively explore either the hyperparameters of the model, or possible refinements to model architecture. We avoided prematurely designing custom models, as our goal was to explore the feasibility of our proposed model-based sampling approach. Nonetheless, we believe that Sifter may benefit in the future from more specialized models, such as structural autoencoders and embeddings [39].

Sifter's internal state is independent of workload volume, but does grow proportional to the number of unique labels ($|\Xi|$). We envision two possible approaches to deal with vocabulary size. First, we can evict old labels using a least-recently-used cache; this would garbage collect old labels when they become irrelevant after a software version update. Second, we can overload labels (e.g. by hashing labels), since the model is robust to labels with multiple meanings.

Sifter only considers happened-before relationships and event labels, as we were primarily interested in trace structure. A natural next step would be to incorporate event timing, which many trace events report. Beyond this, it is an open question whether arbitrary event annotations can be incorporated in an efficient and general-purpose way.
Lastly, an interesting side-effect of model-based sampling is the model itself. While Sifter uses loss to make sampling decisions, an alternative approach would be to use the intermediate embeddings produced by Sifter. Figure 14 plots a PCA projection of traces from HDFS and the DeathStar social network benchmark. The figure shows clear separation for traces in different clusters. For HDFS traces, there is also clear separation despite both request types being read requests. A possible sampling algorithm might try to uniformly sample traces across different regions of the embedding space. In practice we found that loss provided a much stronger signal for sampling, especially in cases of never-before-seen traces, for which loss will be very high, but the position in the embedding space may be arbitrary. Nevertheless, while we did not use intermediate embeddings produced by Sifter, they may be useful for other analysis tasks such as clustering or trace comparison, especially since they are a compact and efficient representation of a trace.

9 Related Work

Distributed tracing supports a range of troubleshooting and diagnosis tasks, including diagnosing anomalous requests based on structure or timing [31, 37]; diagnosing steady-state problems [6, 8, 28, 29]; identifying slow components [5, 24]; modeling workloads and resource usage [24, 32]; and identifying system bottlenecks [10, 37].

Several prior works sought to extract value from end-to-end traces in aggregate, through clustering, classification, or anomaly detection, and similar techniques could be considered for the trace sampling problem. Pairwise graph comparison often appears as a recurring primitive [2, 6, 17, 21, 24, 29]. However, many of the approaches only consider approximated versions of traces, such as string-edit-distance of linearized graphs [2, 29], event counting [17], or grammars [6].

Alternatives Sifter could have considered include frequent subgraph mining [12]; maximal common subgraphs [4], and graph kernels [36]. Many of these techniques do not approximate well, or rely on pairwise comparison, and while they have potential for other trace analysis tasks, we do not believe they are suitable for low-overhead sampling. Furthermore, as described in §3.2 it can be difficult to extend offline approaches to the online setting, and even then they can have prohibitive computational costs.

Sifter’s approach takes advantage of recent results in the area of neural language modeling [3]. In particular, approaches from this research area excel at tackling high dimensionality, inferring relationships between proximate words, and handling variable length structured input [18, 25]. We are not the first to identify an analogy between natural language and traces. Pinpoint generates a probabilistic context-free grammar from paths [6], which is an intuitive way to model how the system generates events.

Sifter’s approach to trace sampling is a form of online machine learning. Many online learning algorithms try to mitigate the fact that models bias towards more recently seen training samples. For our use case, we explicitly want to adapt to changes in workload; but it remains open how to exactly quantify this rate of change. In general, the phenomenon of temporally varying data is called concept drift [33], and advances in this area may yield solutions that can apply to Sifter. Sifter takes advantage of a concept called class imbalance, which affects many machine learning models which give better predictions for more common training examples. Common techniques to mitigate class imbalance include subsampling frequently seen samples [25]; we did not use or evaluate these techniques.

Outside of distributed tracing, prior work has also found structure useful for the metrics emitted by a system [15, 23], and for logs [20]. Complementary research also looks into placing logging statements in a way that maximizes differentiating code paths [41], and extracting structure and meaning from logging messages [7, 26].

Not discussed in this paper is trace retention, a similar task to sampling that can employ similar techniques. Most tracing systems simply discard traces older than a particular threshold; for example, Stardust [32] and Dapper [31] discard traces after two weeks; Canopy after a month [14]. A better approach might be to progressively subsample.

10 Conclusion

In this paper we presented Sifter, a general-purpose trace sampler that builds a low-dimensional unbiased model of common-case system behaviors. Using the model of common-case behaviors, Sifter exploits prediction error as a signal for identifying edge-case and anomalous traces, and biases its sampling decision towards these traces. In our evaluation, we showed that Sifter can identify and bias its sampling decisions towards edge case and underrepresented trace types. Sifter has low memory requirements, and only requires a few milliseconds per sampling decision.
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